
What to Do 
When You’re Stuck In... 

Let’s go.

From higher ed and financial services to nonprofits 
and biotech, buzzing hub Boston is home to a wide 
array of industries — which means the historical city 
sees its fair share of business travelers.

But as they sometimes do, delays, cancellations,  
and other unfortunate events can leave travelers 
hanging in the airport longer than they’d planned for.

If you happen to find yourself with some extra time 
in Boston’s Logan Airport, don’t sweat it.

Talk about a mouthful! 
The airport’s full name 
is General Edward 
Lawrence Logan 
International Airport.

Logan is the fourth fastest-growing 
airport in North America, and was  
named TSA’s 2108 Airport of the Year.

Check out these unique-to-BOS hotspots 
and have some fun while passing the time:

Let’s go.
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Todd English’s Bonfire  |  Terminal B  
This Logan Airport restaurant, part of the Boston-born celebrity chef’s  
empire, serves internationally-inspired steaks alongside tasty tacos.  

Berkshire Farms Market  |  Gate B20  
Find plenty of Massachusetts-sourced goodies, from pastries and  
chocolates to fresh salads and sammies, at this grab-and-go market.

Harpoon Tap Room  |  Gate A20  
Sip on IPAs, stouts, and plenty of other tasty pours at this Logan outpost  
of Boston-based Harpoon Brewery. 

Fuel America  |  Gate E7 
Inspired by a good ol’ American cup o’ joe, this coffee shop helps travelers get their 
buzz on after a redeye or during a long layover. Try the locally-roasted Patriot’s Blend.
 
 

BookLink  |  Terminal A 
We recommend starting with the Staff Picks and then browsing your favorite  
authors from there. May we suggest something by Hawthorne or Thoreau?

Classique Hair Salon  |  Terminal C  
Treat yo’self while you wait for your flight with a blowout, quick trim,  
or relaxing mani-pedi.

BOSWhile BOS certainly has plenty to see and do, it’s never 
fun to be stuck at the airport. A better way to manage 
flight disruptions is to get onboard with TripActions’ 24/7 
proactive support — visit tripactions.com to learn more.

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO 
Get directly from downtown 
Boston to Logan Airport via 
water taxi — check the MBTA 
Harbor Express, Boston 
Water Taxi - Boston Harbor 
Cruises, or Rowes Wharf 
Water Transport.

http://tripactions.com

